
Information 

Pack is 
not found 

If your scanner or software did not submit the correct data to the 

Medicines Verification System the system will not find the pack. 

Please check the common errors overleaf to see if you are able to 

resolve the issue. If you cannot resolve yourself, please contact 

SecurMed.  

Please scan the codes below to verify 
your scanner and software configuration  

Product Code:   05060814180034 

Serial Number:  xqtzvwauy:1701   

Batch Number:  CHECKBATCH1A-2110  

Expiry Date:   301000 

  Product Code:   05060814180034  

Serial Number:  QSZUWOATYU._/2584  

Batch Number:  checkbatch1b-21/10  

Expiry Date:   301019  

Pack is 
found 

Perform VERIFY function 

Disclaimer 
The results of these tests are for guidance only. The responsibility for the functionality of the 

local FMD system lies solely with the End User.  

SecurMed Helpdesk: +44 (0) 203855 0656  help@securmed.org.uk  

When you perform the VERIFY function it should find the pack and 

report the pack's status as "INACTIVE SUPPLIED". Your software may 

also report NMVS_SUCCESS or something else indicating a successful 

scan.  

Note: Depending on your software it may display an error or warning 

symbol, but as long as the pack is found this still indicates a success . 



Common Issues 

Keep CAPSLOCK disengaged!  

Having CAPSLOCK engaged can introduce errors by switching the 

case of characters that are submitted to the UKNI MVS.  

If you receive an error, compare the data you have submitted with 

the data printed on the pack. If there is a mismatch this is likely to 

indicate that the software or scanner is misconfigured.  

Further Information 

 

SecurMed operate the Northern Ireland Medicines Verification System (UKNI MVS) enabling 

scanning and verification of prescription medicine packs to protect against falsified medi-

cines. For each medicine pack, manufacturers must upload to the system a unique identifier 

(product code and serial number) and print the corresponding data matrix code. At the point 

of dispense, when the pack is scanned, the data in the data matrix code is cross-checked 

against the data in the UKNI MVS, authenticating the pack as genuine. Errors can be intro-

duced when there is a difference between the data in the data matrix code on a pack, and 

the data that is submitted to the UKNI MVS. These differences can be introduced by incorrect 

scanner or software configuration. Scanning the test codes overleaf allows the operator to 

verify their configuration  

To login you will need a valid username, password and certificate. 

If any of these are incorrect or expired, login will fail.  

Pay attention to the return codes returned by the NMVS following 

each transaction. If there is an error DO NOT  rescan until the issue 

is addressed. Use the VERIFY function if you are unsure of the sta-

tus of a pack.  

SecurMed Helpdesk: +44 (0) 203855 0656  help@securmed.org.uk  

https://securmed.org.uk/ 


